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Starstruck Mandala Cal 
Pattern part 3 
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22. Color 1. *fpdc aruond dc3tog, 2 dc in chsp, fpdc around dc2tog, 2 dc in chsp*.  
(76 fpdc, 152 dc) 

23. *1 dc, ch2, skip 1 dc*. (114 dc, 114 ch2-sp) 

24. Color 3. Sl st in chsp, *V in chsp, skip dc*. (114 V) 

       
Round 22             Round 24 

25. Color 2. Sl st in chsp, ch1, *1 sc in chsp, skip 2 dc, 5 dc in next chsp, skip 2 dc*.  
(57 sc, 57x5 dc) 

26. Color 4. Ch1, *1 sc in sc, 2 dc, ch2, pop in next dc (third dc of five), ch2, 2 dc*.  
(57 sc, 57 pop, 228 dc, 114 ch2-sp) 

 
Round 26 (31 cm Sweet Treat, 46 cm Catona, 44 cm Black Friday)  

27. Color 3. Ch1, *1 sc in sc, ch4, skip 2 dc, dc2tog across chsp before and after pop (one dc 
in each chsp), ch4, skip 2 dc*. (57 sc, 57 dc2tog, 114 ch4-sp) 

28. Color 4. *pop in sc, ch3, skip chsp, sc in dc2tog, ch3, skip chsp*.  
(57 pop, 57 sc, 114 ch3-sp) 
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29. Color 1. Sl st in chsp, continue with 3 dc in each chsp around lmb. (114x3 dc) 

       
Round 27   Round 28 

30. Color 3. *dc3tog across the three dc’s in same chsp, ch1, fptr around sc on round 28, ch1, 
dc3tog across next three dc’s, ch1, fptr around pop on round 28, ch1, dc3tog across next 
three dc’s, ch1*. (114 dc3tog, 114 fptr, 228 ch1-sp) 

31. Color 2. Sl st to and in fptr, *5 dc in fptr, ch1, skip dc3tog, 1 sc in fptr, ch1, skip dc3tog*. 
(57x5 dc, 57 sc, 114 ch1-sp) 

        
Round 30                           Round 31 (cm Sweet Treat, 53 cm Catona,  
                                                                                  52 cm with Hobbi Black Friday) 

#annavirkpanna #starstruckmandalacal #starstruckmandala 

Keep in mind that my designs are copyrighted. This pattern belongs to me, Anna Nilsson and I have 
all rights to it. I ask you not to share my patterns / pdfs with others, instead refer them to the 
pattern on my blog annavirkpanna.com. 

In my Facebook group, AnnaVirkpanna's Hook Up, everyone is welcome to share pictures of works 
made from my patterns, ask questions about patterns, etc.                                <3 Anna 


